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The controversy over the appointment of president-elect Vicente Fox's environment secretary
reflects growing divisions within Mexico's environmental community. Fox has yet to announce an
official list of candidates, but he is expected to give strong consideration to Jorge Gonzalez Torres,
leader of the Partido Verde Ecologista Mexicano (PVEM).
Gonzalez Torres is a logical candidate for the post, since the PVEM was the only political party to
join Fox's center-right Partido Accion Nacional (PAN) in the Alianza por el Cambio coalition during
the July 2 presidential and congressional elections. The new environment secretary will replace Julia
Carabias Lillo, an environmental advocate appointed by President Ernesto Zedillo to head the newly
created Secretaria del Medio Ambiente, Recursos Naturales y Pesca (SEMARNAP) in 1994.
The future head of SEMARNAP will have to address overwhelming environmental problems in
Mexico. Mexico received one of the lowest rankings in environmental sustainability in a recent study
published by the World Economic Forum. Among other things, the study cited a deforestation rate
of 600,000 hectares per year, a growing water scarcity in Mexico City and other parts of the country,
and an increase in air pollution in major metropolitan areas.
Gonzalez Torres, who appeared at many rallies with Fox during the campaign, is said to have
greatly influenced the president-elect to adopt a strong stance on key environmental issues. Fox
has proposed a substantial increase in funding for the federal environmental enforcement agency
(Procurduria Federal de Proteccion Ambiental, PROFEPA), a sharp reduction in logging of oldgrowth forests, inclusion of pollution as a negative cost when calculating economic growth, and
special tax breaks for companies that install anti-pollution controls.
"We will make Mexico's environment, its water and forests, a national-security issue," Fox pledged
at a rally shortly after the July 2 election. "We will turn around the concept of development to
include the environment as a factor in economic and social decisions not as a separate sector, but as
an essential element in creating sustainable economic and social progress."

Environmental groups oppose Gonzalez Torres
But Gonzalez Torres has drawn considerable opposition from Mexican environmental groups,
who claim the PVEM leader is "an opportunist" with a history of "all talk and no action." Gonzalez
Torres has also been accused of misusing public funds and running his party like a personal
business.
"The PVEM has never been known for taking strong ecological stands, and for that reason no major
Mexican environmentalists are members," said Alejandro Calvillo, director of Greenpeace Mexico.
"If Gonzalez Torres is given a major role in the government, it will be a disaster."
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Martha Delgado, president of the Union de Grupos Ambientalistas and a former PVEM member,
echoed those concerns. "The PVEM is a private business without a genuine and real interest in
environmental issues," said Delgado. Gonzalez Torres has responded to his critics, saying the
criticisms of the PVEM are without basis. "We formed this alliance for the environment, so that it
would be included in the platform of our new president," he told Reuters.
The PVEM alliance with the PAN enabled the party to increase its presence in the Chamber of
Deputies and gain a foothold in the Senate in the upcoming session of Congress. But some critics
question whether the PVEM will be an effective voice for environmental concerns in the Congress.
"I think it's positive for Mexico that the PVEM is going to have a stronger presence in Congress,
but the question will be how hard they push to put the environment on the national agenda," says
Gustavo Alanis, director of the Centro Mexicano de Derecho Ambiental.
Homero Aridjis, director of the environmental organization Grupo de los Cien, credits the PVEM
delegation in Congress for taking the lead in forcing President Ernesto Zedillo to halt a controversial
salt-extraction project by Mitsubishi Corp. in whale wintering areas in Baja California (see
SourceMex, 1999-11-10, 2000-03-08).
Analysts say Fox will have to weigh the strong opposition to Gonzalez Torres with other political
considerations. "The PVEM is crucial to Fox because of its congressional votes," said Roberto Mena,
a columnist for the Mexico City English- language daily newspaper The News.

Sen. Aguilar Zinser, others mentioned for post
But if Fox decides to bypass the PVEM leader, other prominent allies could gain the post. The list
includes independent Sen. Adolfo Aguilar Zinser, one of the prominent leftists who joined the Fox
campaign. Aguilar Zinser has been a champion of forest preservation (see SourceMex, 1999-05-05).
Another potential candidate is Gabriel Quadri, director of the Centro de Estudios del Sector Privado
para el Desarrollo Sustentable (CESPEDES).
Quadri has gained respect both in the business and environmental communities, but his ties to
defeated PRI presidential candidate Francisco Labastida and his proposal to remove the fisheries
and forestry functions from SEMARNAP could work against him. Fox is also expected to give
strong consideration to Raul Arriaga, the director of the Instituto de Ecologia de Guanajuato. Fox,
a former governor of Guanajuato, worked very closely with Arriaga on state environmental issues.
(Sources: The San Francisco Chronicle, Reuters, 07/06/00; Reforma, 07/07/00, 07/12/00, 07/13/00;
La Jornada, 07/17/00; Excelsior, 07/18/00; The Christian Science Monitor, 07/19/00; El Universal,
07/13/00, 07/20/00; Notimex, 07/23/00)
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